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Welcome To Options Trading Research

We want to welcome you to the premier site on the web for timely Options Trading research and analysis. We promise to work hard to bring you insightful market analysis and profitable Options Trading investment ideas every week.

Whether you're looking for up-to-date market information, individual stocks to trade options on, or ideas about trading strategies... we've got you covered.

The opinions you read in our articles and special reports are always entirely our own... free from any outside influences or biases.

And best of all...

Your membership to Options Trading Research is always 100% FREE!

As a member, you have full access to everything we publish at zero cost to you. You may read every article and every special report we put out as many times as you want, and it won't cost you one red cent.

There's absolutely no reason to go anywhere else for your Options Trading research than OptionsTradingResearch.com!

Before we move on, I want to thank you for choosing to become a member of our site. We hope you find our content useful, informative, and easy-to-read. But most of all, we hope you make tons of money with our investment ideas.

Now, I'm sure you're chomping at the bit to get going.

In this report we’re going to hand to you on a silver platter the biggest list of marijuana stocks you’ll find… anywhere. These are exciting stocks in a new industry… and while not all of them are investment grade, I’m sure there's a handful worthy of looking at more closely.

So without further delay, let's dig in…
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Why Look At Pot Stocks Now?

Every so often you find a super hot industry that’s attracting investors like no other… And right now, the Pot Industry is taking the market by storm.

It all started about 3 years ago when Colorado led the nation by decriminalizing the use of Pot for recreational purposes.

Medical Marijuana became legal.

Recreational Marijuana became legal…

And Cannabis sales went through the roof. Shortly thereafter, the state reported $50 million in tax revenue from Pot sales alone!

Then came the 2016 election.

Not only did “The Donald” sweep into power, but marijuana initiatives across the country were voted in!

A record 35 states voted on some aspect of marijuana, and as it now stands… in 30 states, smoking weed is legal for either medical or recreational reasons.

Currently eight states and Washington, D.C., have legalized recreational marijuana!

Those eight states are:

Alaska, California, Colorado, Massachusetts, Maine, Nevada, Oregon and Washington.

Before you start panning for gold in this “Green Rush”, realize Marijuana is still illegal on the federal level. And the Feds can put you away for holding, using, transporting, or selling the stuff. For now, they’re looking the other way.

Yet, the legalization movement is picking up steam…

Trends In Pot Stocks

The legalization movement has created a lot of interest from investors. They can smell a growing industry a mile away… and the profits can be huge!
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So it seems like barely a day goes by that I’m not asked for my favorite Pot Penny Stock.

To be honest, I don’t have one.

The recent hype drove investors to bid up stock prices through the roof. And that’s never a good thing. So, I decided to bide my time and see what the market shook out.

Just look at this pot stock chart and you’ll see the craziness…

For a time, the biggest shareholder was a billionaire… but not for long. As you can see, the hype in the industry got a little crazy.

But now the industry is starting to mature… and while Pot sales are still a risky business, it’s becoming a more legitimate industry.

There are lots of public companies out there… and while I still think we’re too early to pick a winner… but no harm in starting to look around… Right!?!?

So, I took a few days and put together a quick list of a number of pot stocks for you to be aware of.
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Your GIANT List Of Pot Stocks

Let me be very clear here…

I’m not saying to rush out and buy these pot stocks… if you do your research and start watching them, you might pick a winner… or you might lose it all.

Go into this with your eyes wide open.

So here’s your GIANT list of pot stocks to look at (In alphabetical Order)…

Remember, some of these are in the business of growing or selling Marijuana… but many others are providing equipment, supplies, or services to the industry!

We just Updated this list for 2018… so we added dozens more to the list! If you see any we missed, let us know...

These are pot stocks to watch:

22nd Century Group (XXII)
Abattis Bioceuticals (ATTBF)
AbbVie (ABBV)
Advanced Cannabis (CANN)
Advantis Corp (ADVT)
Alternative Energy Partners (AEGY)
Alternaturals (ANAS)
AEROGROW INTL INC (AERO)
Affinor Growers (RSSFF)
Agri-Dynamics (AGDY)
Agritek Holdings (AGTK)
American Cannabis (AMMJ)
American Green (ERBB)
Americann (ACAN)
Amfil Technologies (AMFE)
Anything Technologies Media (EXMT)
Aphria (CVE:APH)
Aquentium (AQNM)
Arena Pharmaceuticals (ARNA)
Aurora Cannabis (CVE:ACB)
AV1Group (AVOP)
Axim Biotechnologies (AXIM)

Bayport International Holdings (BAYP)
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Bedrocan Cannabis (BNRDF)
Blue Line Protection Group (BLPG)
Bud Genius (RIGH)
Buildablock (BABL)

Cabinet Grow (CBNT)
Cal-Bay International (CBYI)
CannLabs (CANL)
Canadian Cannabis (CCAN)
Cannabis Sativa (CBDS)
Cannabis Science (CBIS)
Cannabis-Rx (CANA)
Cannabix Technologies (CNSX:BLO)
Cannabis Pharmaceuticals (CNBX)
CannaGrow Holdings (CGRW)
CannaVest (CANV)
Canopy Growth (TSE:CGC)
Cara Therapeutics Inc. (CARA)
Chuma Holdings (CHUM)
CleanPath Resources (CLNP)
Cronos Group (PRMCF / MJN)
Crownbaus Capital Corporation (CBCA)
Corbus Pharmaceuticals Holdings (CRBP)
CV Sciences (CVS)

Digital Development Group Corp. (DIDG)
Discovery Minerals (DSCR)
Dewmar International BMC (DEWM)
Dutch Gold Resources (DGRI)

Earth Science Tech (ETST)
Easton Pharmaceuticals (EAPH)
EffTec International (EFFI)
Emblem (EMMBF)
Emerald Health Therapeutics (CVE:EMH)
ENDEXX (EDXC)
Enertopia (ENRT)

FBEC Worldwide (FBEC)
FBC Holding (FBCD)
FutureWorld (FWDG)
Freedom Leaf (FRLF)

GB Sciences (GBLX)
General Cannabis Corp (CANN)
Golden Leaf Holdings (CNSX:GLH)
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Green Cures & Botanical Distribution (GRCU)
GreenGro Technologies (GRNH)
Grow Condos (GRWC)
Grow Solutions Holdings (GRSO)
Growblox Sciences (GBLX)
Growlife (PHOT)
GW Pharmaceuticals (GWPH)

Hemp (HEMP)
HempAmericana (HMPQ)
Helix TCS (HLIX)
Home Treasure Finders (HMTF)

IMD Companies (ICBU)
India Globalization Capital, Inc. (IGC)
Indie Growers Association (UPOT)
Indoor Harvest (INQD)
InMed Pharmaceuticals (IMLFF)
Innovative Industrial Properties (IIPR)
Insys Therapeutics (INSY)
Integrated Cannabis Solutions (IGPK)
International Consolidated Companies (INCC)
ITonis (ITNS)

Kalytera Therapeutics (TSXV: KALY)
Kaya Holdings (KAYS)
Kleangas Energy Technologies (KGET)
Kush Bottles (KSHB)

Lexaria (LXRP)
Latteno Food Corp. (LATF)
Lifeloc Technologies (LCTC)
Livewire Ergogenics (LVVV)

MassRoots Inc (MSRT)
Marijuana Company of America (MCOA)
Med-Cannabis Pharma (MCPI)
MedGen (MDIN)
MediaTechnics (M EDT)
Medical Marijuana (MJNA)
Medicine Man Technologies (MDCL)
Medican Enterprises (MDCN)
Mentor Capital (MNTR)
Metrtrum Health (CVE:MT)
MJ Holdings (MJNE)
mCig Inc (MCIG)
Monarch America (BTFL)
Mountain High Acquisitions (MYHI)

Namaste Technologies (CNSX:N)
Naturally Splendid Enterprises (CVE:NSP)
Neutra Corp. (NTRR)
Next Generation Management (NGMC)
Northsight Capital (NCAP)
Novus Acquisition & Development (NDEV)
Nutritional High International (EAT)

OrganiGram Holdings (OGRMF)
OXIS International (OXIS)

Peak Pharmaceuticals (PKPH)
PharmaCan (MJN)
Phytotech Medical (ASX: MMJ)
Plandaí Biotechnology (PLPL)
Players Network (PNTV)
Pineapple Express (PNPL)
PotNetwork Holding (POTN)
Primco Management (PMCM)
PUF Ventures (CNSX:PUF)

QED Connect (QEDN)

Rocky Mountain High (RMHB)

Scotts Miracle-Gro (SMG)
Sipp Industries (SIPC)
Stevia (STEV)
STWC (STWC)
Supreme Pharmaceuticals (SPRWF)
Surna (SRNA)

Tauriga Sciences (TAUG)
TechCare (TECR)
Terra Tech (TRTC)
Tetra Bio-Pharma (CNSX:TBP)
The MaryJane Group (MJMJ)
Totally Hemp Crazy (THCZ)
Tweed Marijuana (TWMJF)
Two Rivers Water & Farming (TURV)

UbiquiTECH Software (UBQU)
United Cannabis Corporation (CNAB)
United Treatment Centers (UTRM)
Vape Holdings (VAPE)
Vapor Group, Inc. (VPOR)
Vitality Biopharma (VBIO)
Vodis Pharmaceuticals (CNSX:VP)

Water Technologies International, Inc. (WTII)
Wildflower Marijuana (CNSX:SUN)

Zynerba Pharmaceuticals Inc. (ZYNE)
Zoned Properties (ZDPY)

Is that all of them? I’ve got no idea… I didn’t think i’d find that many to begin with! I’m sure I missed one or two… but either way, this is a great place to start...

101 Pot Stock Ideas… What’s the Best Pot Stock Now?

So, I know what you’re thinking… which of the list above is the Best Pot Stock?

I have no idea…

I’ll tell you this much… just the limited research I did to add a name to the list uncovered a bunch of red flags. Some of these companies have been labeled with the skull and crossbones by the OTC markets group.

Others had junky websites… still others had no revenue or earnings… Some were nothing more than a press release (no real business… just an idea)!

Needless to say, there’s lots of research to do on these Pot Stock companies before you want to put a single dollar to work.

Despite the issues, I like the idea of the Pot Industry. But there are very few high quality pot stocks to buy.

The Pot Industry is like the dotcom industry back around 2000. Every company is claiming to be in the industry. The great growth rate is attracting both legitimate businesses and scammers alike.

So, how do you invest and keep yourself safe?
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You use common sense.

You look for Pot Stocks with real businesses (not just great ideas). You look for businesses with revenue… and hopefully income!

You look for companies with real products and assets.

Check those boxes and you’ll screen out most of the garbage Pot Companies.

A Final Word

We hope you enjoyed our list of Marijuana companies.

To say I’m excited to watch their progress would be an understatement!

Thanks again for becoming a member of Options Trading Research, the premier site on the web for timely options research and analysis. We’re glad to have you as a member of our growing Options Trading investment community. And we wish you great success in your trading.

Profitably yours,

The Options Trading Research Team
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